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On October 11, 2012 Arzinger gathered its friends, clients and partners to 
celebrate the tenth anniversary of the company foundation at the Center for 
Contemporary Art M17.

On October 11, 2012 Arzinger gathered its friends, clients and partners to celebrate 
the tenth anniversary of the company foundation at the Center for Contemporary 
Art M17. The event was carried out under the theme «Law as Art,» as it is 
Arzinger’s philosophy that in addition to the expertise qualities of a good lawyer 
include supple mind, thinking outside the box and ability to find creative solutions.

During all these years of its work on the Ukrainian legal market, Arzinger has 
built strong and reliable business relations with many Ukrainian and international 
companies and has proved that its expertise and quality of its services makes 
Arzinger Law Office one of the leading legal experts in Ukraine. That is why many 
members of the Ukrainian business community attended the event “Law as Art” to 
congratulate Arzinger and to celebrate company’s birthday.

Timur Bondaryev and Sergiy Shklyar, the founding partners of the company, 
welcomed guests of the anniversary and spoke about company’s development, its 
achievements in the last ten years, and expressed the hope that this tradition of 
finding “creative” solutions will be continued. 5 years ago Arzinger was one of the first 
law firms to open its office in Lviv. Impressed by the success of the West Ukrainian 
Branch, that became the leader on the local legal market, company has opened its 
office in Odessa. Over the past years, the company has initiated establishment of a 
number of associations: the European-Ukrainian Energy Agency, the Association 
for Resistance to Unfair Competition, the Austrian Union of Lawyers, as well as the 
German Union of Lawyers and the German Economic Club.

Celebrated Its 10th Anniversary
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Work of a lawyer with capital L is like art. It requires both outstanding 
expertise and ability to find and to enforce unconventional and 
creative solutions. Qualities of a good lawyer include creative 
potential, flexible mind and being an all-rounded person

«
 comments Timur Bondaryev,  

Managing Partner at Arzinger

»
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It was a huge surprise for the heroes of the occasion to receive an award of the 
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine for their contribution to the development of the 
Ukrainian transport market. Decorations have been awarded to Timur Bondaryev, 
Managing Partner, Pavlo Khodakovsky, Partner, and Markian Malskyy, Partner, 
Head of the West Ukrainian Branch.

The event also exhibited work of famous painters – Galyna Moskvitina and Temo 
Svireli. Our company works with these artists within the ARTzinger project which 
was started a few years ago. Since then the gallery has exhibited outstanding and 
remarkable work of famous painters and photographers of different styles and 
genres. Galyna Moskvitina’s work representing objective art and laternative realism 
is currently being exhibited in Arzinger’s office. Temo Svireli, whose paintings 
together with Galina’s work were showed at the event, works in the style of «naive 
surrealism».


